Journey Awaits
Your Rocky Mountaineer

Each of Rocky Mountaineer’s four routes has one very distinct feature in common.
And that is, of course, their utter uniqueness. Regardless of which journey you
embark on, our all-dome fleet will move you in ways you never dreamed possible.
Quesnel
Jasper
Lake Louise
Banff
Kamloops

Whistler
Vancouver

Seattle

Choose your own

Rocky Mountaineer Journey

Take this short quiz to find the perfect route for you.

destinations
do you want to visit?
1 Which

a. The charming rustic mountain town of Jasper.
b. The world-renowned resort town of Whistler.
c. The ethereal blue-green waters of Banff
and Lake Louise.
d. The cosmopolitan city of Seattle.
e. I can’t choose—I want to visit them all.
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of the following
describes you best?
2 Which

a. Nature Lover.
b. Wilderness Explorer.
c. Country Boy/Gal.
d. City Slicker.
e. I’m a bit of everything.

What is number one
on your to-do list?

a. Feel the mist of Pyramid Falls’ crashing waters.
b. See the highest peak in the Canadian Rockies.
c. Twist through the legendary Spiral Tunnels.
d. Gaze at the glittering Shuswap Lake.
e. My list is never ending.
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do you want
to see the most?
3 What

a. Rushing waterfalls and rugged mountain peaks.
b. Bears, Eagles, and Deer, oh my!
c. Pivotal places rich in history.
d. Sparkling coastlines and sandy beaches.
e. All of the above and more!

What movies do you
like to watch?

a. Anything with breathtaking cinematography
and a moving score.
b. I love action-adventure films.
c. A good ol’ fashioned western.
d. A heartfelt romance.
e. All of the above. I’m a movie buff.

Mostly B’s – Adventure Bound

Mostly A’s – Dream Seeker

Rainforest to Gold Rush

Journey through the Clouds

You’re the definition of a daydreamer—your fantasy is
to venture into untouched landscapes, the road less travelled
by. You dream of seeing Canada’s most breathtaking and diverse
landscapes, and want to be humbled by the majesty of it all.
Your Journey through the Clouds is a dream come true.

You’re a true adventurer, putting Indiana Jones to shame.
Travel fearlessly into the wild and rugged terrain of Western
Canada and revel in the dramatic landscape changing before
your eyes. Prepare for never ending adventure and
excitement on your Rainforest to Gold Rush journey.

About Journey through the Clouds

About Rainforest to Gold Rush

Witness unparalleled natural beauty
including Mount Robson, the highest
peak in the Canadian Rockies,
and breathtaking Pyramid Falls.
The journey begins or ends in
Vancouver, BC or in Jasper, Alberta,
which is in the largest national
park in the Canadian Rockies
and a UNESCO World Heritage site.

Enjoy diverse and extreme landscapes
like BC’s coastal rainforest, the
Quesnel
largest temperate rainforest in
the world, as well as the desertBritish
like conditions of the Fraser
Columbia
Canyon and the ranchlands of
the historic Cariboo Gold Rush
Whistler
Vancouver
region. This journey begins or
ends in Vancouver, BC or in the
picturesque Canadian Rockies
town of Jasper, Alberta.
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Mostly D’s – Seaside Romantic

First Passage to the West

Coastal Passage

You swear you were meant for another era—and now is
your chance to experience it. Hop into your time machine
and travel through Canada’s historical West and the iconic
Rocky Mountains. Retrace the steps of our gritty early
explorers on your journey, First Passage to the West.

To you, the world is whimsical—from glittering coastal
landscapes to soul-stirring mountain peaks. Enjoy the hustle
and bustle of Seattle before travelling to the heart of the iconic
Canadian Rockies. Cuddle up and let the scenery take you away
on your enchanting Coastal Passage journey.

About First Passage to the West

About Coastal Passage

This is our most popular route, and
the only passenger rail service on
the historic Canadian Pacific track—
famous for uniting the country and
connecting British Columbia to Canada
over 125 years ago. Begin or end your
trip in Vancouver, BC, Lake Louise,
or Banff, Alberta.
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Our newest route seamlessly
connects the hustle and bustle
of Seattle, WA, USA with any of
our three routes; the choice is
yours. From a cosmopolitan city
to quaint mountain towns, ocean
views to towering mountains–
your journey begins or ends in
Seattle or the Canadian Rockies.
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Mostly E’s – The Total Package

Circle Journey

You want it all—from ethereal blue-green waters, to epic
icefields and wildlife-packed plateaus. Combine two or more of
our iconic routes on a Circle Journey and experience the best
of Rocky Mountaineer on one spine-tingling vacation. Plan to
start and end your journey from the same place, and then get
ready to take it all in on your illustrious Circle Journey.

To book, contact your travel agent,
or visit rockymountaineer.com

